Carson And Zuckerman To Head Gamdeck Staff

League, Newman, Cox Named For Staff Positions

The Board of Trustees last Wednesday night and elected Alva for the Gamdeck for the second semester, 1926.

Campaign of J. C. Colhoun, the end of the year, the Board of Trustees reports C. A. Green to have been appointed by President J. R. Michael, along with the Trustees, to fill the position of Director of the Student Union.

The Gamdeck editor is also No. 4 in thesis work and at least Leonard will be the student editor.

Zuckerman, a junior in the school and assistant editor of the Gamdeck, and for the past two years a staff member of the Gamdeck, took over the job of Staff Editor last week, and played right field on the University baseball teams.

The following were elected assistant editors: Raymond Davis, 11th Forestry; Walter Smith, 11th Forestry; Perry Moseley, 12th Forestry, and J. B. G. Walpole, 12th Forestry.

Negro Wins Test Case

Supreme Court Rule On Plan Of Missourian

When a negro applied for admission to the University last spring, he was not considered of full standing, and the University of the State of Missouri was denied the right to consider the facts of his case. But he had the right to be considered of the same standing when he applied to the University of the State of Missouri.

This was a test case for negroes admitted to the University of the State of Missouri, and it was decided by the Supreme Court of the United States that negroes were admitted to the University of the State of Missouri, and that negroes were entitled to be considered of the same standing when they applied to the University of the State of Missouri.

The Supreme Court, in a 7-to-2 decision Monday, October 23, reversed the United States Circuit Court of Appeals, which had sustained the action of the University of the State of Missouri, and in a 7-to-2 decision Monday, October 23, reversed the United States Circuit Court of Appeals, which had sustained the action of the University of the State of Missouri.
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Players Give "The Necktie"

University Players will present their third radio play, "The Necktie," based on a play written by Zida Zula, Jack Doddy, and George Harburger, on KAI radio station WJ. The play is a comedy of manners, and the special effects are given by Bob Pickford.

Group Exams Abolished

By Action Of USC Faculty

Group examinations in all subjects will be abolished by action of the Faculty Monday afternoon, December 16.

The faculty action stems from a temporary decision made last fall, which was based on the recommendation of the committee on the subject of the examination of the student body.

Dean E. F. Bradley expressed his approval of the action, saying "The temporary decision was approved by the faculty, and I think it will do a great deal to improve the examination system."

Dean Bradley, in a conference with the members of the committee, said that he was satisfied with the results of the temporary decision and that he was satisfied with the results of the examination of the student body.
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Bettea Sees Rosy Future

Speaker Hopes For Success Of Democracy

Despite the gloomy conditions prevailing in the world today, Bettea is optimistic about the future of democracy, as indicated in an address to the members of the University and the Community in the second story of the students' hall last week.

"The future will be the best of all possible worlds," Bettea said. "We have been through many hardships and trials, but we have always come out on top."